
Obviously! by Chalicea

Round the perimeter is 5, 31s explanation of the reason a 11 (2 words) crosses 16 (2 words) 
all unclued. Unchecked letters could give SCHOENBERG FANS GUT OX.
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Across

Unclued (10)1

Rotate old stiff collar once (6)13

Engage soldiers, ordinary ones with no 
leader on ridge (6)

14

Sheep in three directions (3)15

Unclued (2 words) (8)16

Symbol of holiness in limitless Jewish 
salutation (4)

18

Official proceedings of agreements in 
ancient Rome, lacking power (4)

19

Young guanaco caught in front of 
drowned valley (4)

20

Flower lawyers admit (3)22

Trap headless Australian hen (4)23

Particular place of weaving machine with 
side changed at first (4)

26

Little thing, a bone (3)27

Bungle old Eucharist celebration (4)29

Warriors more than half lacking respect 
(4)

30

Down

A yawn I disguised to some extent (6, 3 
words)

1

Refined subtleties it's lacking with no 
inner lining (8)

2

Main office of bishop, we're told (3)3

Informally enthusiastic about piebald 
horse that fails to start (4)

4

Unclued (7)5

Nothing filling centre of tiny particle (3)6

Enjoying success, endlessly subject to 
limitations (4, 2 words)

7

Boring tool in the Spanish part of joint (6)8

Unclued (10)9

Part of cover to deer and the ancient right 
to cut it (4)

10

Unclued (2 words) (8)11

Unclued (10)12

Lousy ref sadly in good form (8)16

Mate holding round international silver 
coin (5)

17



Glasgow's expression of deploration; 
eighth letter - not T! (4)

32

Lively karate chop takes heads off - and 
what was on one of them, perhaps (8, 2 
words)

33

Provide nourishment mostly for a fixed 
charge (3)

36

Calculator of quantity of timber in tree in 
line in destroyed acres (6)

37

South African republic's true mohair cloth 
with length for robes primarily (6)

39

Unclued (10)41

Average old Irish system of weights in 
short (5)

19

Having the shape of a net modified for 
motif (8)

21

Bosses vitality missing over a Chinese 
half kilometre (7)

24

Curiously condone, with Democrat 
absent, person with more traditional 
political attitudes (6)

25

Unusual collie's ringed spots of colour (6)28

Unclued (4)31

Language of more than half of inhabitants 
of Nepal (4)

34

Colour of damaged nail (4)35

Incite, say before start of gunfight (3)38

Game area for gazelle (3)40


